Appointment Algorithm to Consider Ebola Precautions
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Student calls requesting appointment

Student with no risk for Ebola. Follow routine schedule protocol. Ask them to put on mask when they enter our office.

No or >21 days

Have you returned from Liberia, Sierra Leone, Guinea, or Nigeria within last 21 days?

YES/I don’t know

“Do you have a fever, or severe headache, muscle pain, vomiting, diarrhea, abdominal pain, or unexplained bleeding?”

No

Follow routine schedule protocol.

Yes and <21 days

Have clinical/medical staff ask (insert link or reference document for Local/state approved Epi screening questions)

Keep student on phone if possible. We will give them further instructions from (insert agency names for local public health and EMS) once we receive them.

Call (Insert public health agency name): 000-000-0000 (insert agency phone number)

After Hours: (Insert off hour phone numbers for local public health as provided by respective agency) (C) & (H)

Is student in location where he or she can isolate themselves until we can transport them?

YES

Probable Case?

NO, clinical criteria not met

Student with no risk for Ebola. Follow routine schedule protocol. Ask them to put on mask when they enter our office.

NO

DEVELOP FOR YOUR LOCALE PROVIDE INSTRUCTION IF STUDENT IS IN COMMON AREA ETC.

Follow their instructions.